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A B S T R A C T

Aim: Osteoporotic vertebral compressive fractures (VCFs) are known to be commonly missed in X-rays indicated
for pulmonary or heart diseases. In this study, we investigated the underreporting status of VCF in back pain clinic
patients when the spine was the focus of interest.
Materials and methods: This is a retrospective analysis of 105 female cases (mean: 72 years, range: 55–93 years)
from a tertiary hospital in China (facility A, FA). The patients with back and/or leg pain were referred for a spine
X-ray. The images were retrieved and transferred to a central reading facility (facility B, FB), where images were
double-read by two readers experienced in evaluating osteoporotic vertebral compressive deformity (VCD)/VCF.
A qualitative VCD with <20%, 20–25%, 25–40%, and >40% vertebral body height loss was recorded as minimal,
mild, moderate, and severe grades, respectively. A VCD coexisted with endplate/cortex fracture (ECF) was VCF.
FB readings were considered as the reference.
Results: There were 34 true negative cases where FA and FB had a consensus. In 7 cases with minimal VCD, 3 cases
with ECF, and 7 cases with minimal or mild VCFs, the FA readings were false negative. No standalone singular
moderate or severe VCD/VCF in a patient was missed in FA's reports. In 25 FA reading positive cases with multiple
VCFs, one VCF was missed in 8 cases, more than one VCF was missed in 15 cases, and one additional ECF was
missed in 2 cases. In 14 cases, FA and FB had VCF number agreement, with the term ‘vertebral fracture’ was used
appropriately in FA reports. In 15 cases, FA and FB had agreement in VCF number; however, the appropriate term
‘vertebral fracture’ was not used in FA reports; instead the terms of ‘compressive change’ or ‘wedging change’
were used. In most VCFs, severity grading was not given in FA. In 13 VCFs where grading was reported, all were
marked as ‘mild’, including seven mild VCFs, five moderate VCFs, and even one severe VCF.
Conclusion: Among the patients with VCD/VCF, the false negative rate among was 23.9% (17/71), but the missed
cases were all minimal or mild grades. One or more VCFs were missed in 32.4% (23/71) of the cases with multiple
VCFs. Appropriate severity grading was not reported for most cases.
The translational potential of this article: The underreporting rate of osteoporotic vertebral compressive fracture in
back pain clinic patients in a typical tertiary hospital setting in China compared favorably with literature reports.
However, there is a general lack of awareness of vertebral endplate/cortex fracture sign and vertebral fracture
severity grading, while minimal and mild VCD with endplate/cortex fracture may have clinical significance.
Moreover, after one VCF is spotted in a patient, it is highly advisable to carefully check the whole spine so that
multiple VCFs will not be missed.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis is characterized by low bone mass and micro-
architectural deterioration, which leads to bone fragility and conse-
quent increase in fracture risk. Vertebral compressive fracture (VCF) is
the most common osteoporotic fracture. A VCF, after minor trauma, is a
hallmark of osteoporosis. Prevalent VCFs increase the risk of future
vertebral and non-vertebral osteoporotic fractures independent of bone
mineral density (BMD) [1–3]. The presence of a VCF increases the rela-
tive risk of future VCF by 4.4-fold and the risk of hip fracture by twofold
[4]. VCFs are associated with poor life quality, impaired bending and
rising, difficulties in the activities of daily living, frailty, higher risk of
hospitalization, and higher mortality [4–7]. Appropriate interventions
for VCF can reduce the occurrence of hip fractures, preventing further
VCF, reducing pain and related disabilities [1,8,9], It is important to
identify and report VCF accurately and clearly, so that appropriate
investigation and treatment can be instigated.

In clinical practice, osteoporotic vertebral fracture (VCF) remains
under-recognized and undertreated [10–18]. For example, VCFs are
often unrecognized on chest X-rays, especially when the X-rays were not
primarily ordered for skeletal conditions. In one study, a review of 100
frontal and lateral view chest X-rays of patients aged �60 years in the
emergency department of a tertiary hospital in the United States revealed
a 22% prevalence of moderate-to-severe VCFs, and 45% of them were
unrecognized [11]. Moreover, a follow-up of 500 patients aged �60
years who had frontal and lateral view chest X-rays in an emergency
department in the United States showed that one-sixth of the patients had
moderate-to-severe VCFs, but only 43% of the cases were reported, and
only 25% of the cases were clinically diagnosed or treated [12]. Recent
reports show that similar underreporting exists in China [15–17]. In a
retrospective study, Yu et al. [15] reported that, of 1638 hospitalized
patients aged 50 years and older, 64% of patients with vertebral fractures
(inclusive of mild VCF) found on routine frontal and lateral view chest
Figure 1. Two cases of minimal/mild vertebral compressive deformity (VCD) missed
indicates a mild VCD in T11.
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X-rays were undiagnosed in the original radiology reports. In an analysis
of lateral chest X-ray of 3216 female patients 50 years of age and older, Li
et al. [16] reported that 66.8% of patients with severe or moderate
vertebral fractures were undiagnosed in the original radiology reports.

Despite this issue of underreporting of VCF is a known fact, it was
shown that the situation has not improved in the last 10 years [18]. This
underreporting can be due to a lack of awareness by radiologists of
clinical implications of incidental VCFs, and also some radiologists tend
to focus their report only on the clinical indication of the X-ray exam, and
thus tend to not perform an accurate analysis of the spine while reading
chest X-rays when the clinical indication is pulmonary or heart diseases.
In this study, we looked at this issue from a different angle. We studied
that, for patients with suspected spine pathologies, and when radiologists
did pay attention to the spine, whether VCFs are properly recognized and
reported in a typical tertiary hospital setting in China.

Materials and methods

This is a retrospective analysis with the 107 cases of The Second
Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, China (facility A, FA), which is
a tertiary academic hospital with a good reputation for spine care. The
institutional ethics committee approved this study, and the informed
consent was waivered. These patients were referred, from 1 January
2017 to 31 March 2018, to the Department of Radiology for X-ray ex-
amination of the spine. Both lateral and frontal X-rays were obtained. All
included cases were female aged �55 years, and therefore were all high-
risk subjects for VCF. Patients with notable recent trauma history or spine
surgery were excluded. The referring departments included the general
orthopedics department, spine surgery department, pain department,
rheumatology department, and endocrinology department. The main
complaints of the patients included thoracic/upper back pain, lower back
pain, and/or leg pain. The purpose of the spine X-ray examination was to
see whether vertebral fracture, spine tumor, infection/inflammation,
in the reports of facility A. A: arrow indicates a minimal VCD in T12; B: arrow
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spine scoliosis, or spondylolisthesis existed. To evaluate VCF, the
recommendation was to screen the T4-L4 vertebrae. For the clinical cases
in this study, the X-ray was targeted toward the region with pain, and the
lower L-spine was not filmed in 11 cases. However, in all cases, the VCF
high-risk region of the middle thoracic spine and thoracolumbar junc-
tions were included.

The images were transferred to a central reading facility (facility B,
FB) at the Department of Imaging and Interventional Radiology, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, in DICOM format for
reassessment. In FB, all X-rays were initially read by a trained radiogra-
pher and then read again by a radiologist. When there was an initial
disagreement, the consensus was reached. Both readers at facility B were
experienced in reading osteoporotic vertebral compressive deformity
and/or fracture (VCD/VCF) and were blinded to the radiological reports
Figure 2. Three cases of VCF with false negative report. A: a L2 VCF with middle h
endplate fracture (arrow) without apparent vertebral height loss; C: T12 mild wedg

Figure 3. Two cases of VCF with false negative report. A: T11 mild deformity an
fracture (arrows).
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from reading FA during image interpretation. All vertebrae demonstrated
on the radiograph were read, primarily on the lateral view, and frontal
views were also used for supplementary information. The reading was
performed with the consideration of the Genant's semi-quantitative (SQ)
method [19,20], the Wang's modified SQ method (mSQ) [21], and
endplate and/or cortex fracture (ECF) [22–24]. Congenital or acquired
non-osteoporotic vertebral deformities, which may mimic VCD in ap-
pearances, were systematically excluded [19,23]; thus, VCD/VCF was
considered after excluding other potential causes. A definite VCD with
<20% vertebral body (VB) height loss was recorded as minimal grade
VCD. A VCD with 20–25% VB height loss was recorded as a mild grade,
25–40% as a moderate grade, and >40% as severe grade [19,21]. The
diagnosis of VCD was qualitative; whereas, for severity grading, a mea-
surement was taken to evaluate percentage VB height loss. ECF was noted
eight loss and upper endplate fracture (arrow); B: a case of standalone L3 lower
ed deformity and anterior cortex buckling (arrow).

d upper endplate fracture (arrows); B: T7 mild deformity and upper endplate



Figure 4. Two cases of VCF with false negative report. A: L2 deformity with anterior cortex fracture; B: T8 fracture with its anterior cortex disrupted. B0 is the enlarged
image of T8 anterior cortex showing disruption (arrows).

Figure 5. A case with two VCFs. In addition to severe L2 VCF, there is a min-
imal VCF with lower endplate fracture at T8 which was missed in the radio-
logical report. The lower endplate fracture of T8 can be noted by comparing the
lower endplates of T7, T8, and T9, with the lower endplate of T8 showing
a depression.
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only when it was unambiguous. A VCD vertebra without ECF is recorded
as VCD. When VCD coexisted with ECF, the vertebra is recorded to have
VCF. It has been noted that, in elderly females, VCD with >34% height
loss is always associated with radiographically identifiable ECF [25,26].
ECF was particularly carefully assessed with the spine considered to be
without VCD. However, when multiple VCFs (i.e.,�2 definite VCF) exist,
ECF was no longer summarized; as in these cases, identifying more ECF
might not further change the clinical management approach.

The radiological reports from FA and the assessment results from FB
were compared, with the latter considered as the reference. Comparing
the reporting radiologists at FA, the readers at FB had the following ad-
vantages: (1) they were well aware of the clinical relevance of reporting
VCD/VCF; (2) they had experience in VCD/VCF evaluation and grading;
(3) probably they spent more time reading the images.

Results

There were two cases with substantial scoliosis, and, according to FB,
proper assessment of VCD/VCF was not permitted. However, in one case,
it was strongly suspected that at least one moderate grade VCD existed,
but VCD was not noted in the FA reporting. Thus, in total, 105 patients
were included in this study.

There were 34 true negative cases (34/105, 32.3%), whether both FA
reading and FB reading had a consensus that there was no VCD/VCF.

Seventy-one cases had positive VCD/VCF reading at FB. Six cases of
minimal VCDs and one case of mild VCD (9.8%, 7/71) were missed
(Figure 1). In three cases, definite endplate fracture was missed (4.2%, 3/
71). Taking together, all endplate fracture only and minimal VCD only
cases were missed. In seven cases with VCF (9.8%), the report was false
negative (Figures 2,3 and 4). All these seven cases were of minimal/mild
VB height loss but with positive ECF signs. The total false negative rate
was 16.2% for all cases (17/105) or 23.9% for VCD/VCF positive cases
(17/71). However, no standalone singular moderate or severe VCD/VCF
in a patient was missed in FA's reports.

In eight FA-reported positive cases with multiple VCFs, one VCF was
missed in reporting (Figure 5). The missed VCFs were of four mild grade
severity and four moderate grade severity. According to FB's reading,
with these 8 cases, 4, 1, 1, and 2 cases had 2, 3, or 5 VBs involvement,
respectively.

In 15 FA-reported positive cases with multiple VCFs, more than one
VCF was missed in reporting (Figure 6). According to FB's reading, in these
15 cases, the mean VCF number was 6 (range: 3–10 vertebrae) per subject,
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and the mean missed VCFs were 3.8 (range: 2–8 vertebrae) per subject.
In one case with three severe VCFs, one additional vertebra with ECF

was missed. In one case with one moderate VCF and one severe VCF, two
additional vertebrae with ECF were missed.

In 14 cases, with one VCF per subject for eight cases, and two VCFs for
per subject for six cases, the FA report and FB reading had agreement in
VCF number. The term ‘vertebral fracture’ was used in the radiological
reports.

In 15 cases with VCF, FA report and FB reading had agreement in VCF



Figure 6. A case of multiple VCFs. Only L4 ‘compressive change’ was reported, while T6, T7, T8, and L1 VCFs were missed in the radiological report.
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number; however, the term ‘vertebral fracture’ was not used in the
radiological reports. Instead, the terms of ‘vertebral compressive change’
or ‘vertebral wedging change’were used. In this group, 10 cases, 3 cases,
and 1 case had 1 VB, 2 VBs, and 3 VBs involvement, respectively. One
case had 9 VBs involvement, and this subject was reported to have
‘multiple vertebral compressive changes’. In one case, a T8 VCF was
mislabeled as a T7 VCF.

In most cases, severity grading was not given. For 13 VCFs where
grading was reported, all were marked as ‘mild’, including seven mild
VCFs, five moderate VCFs, and one severe VCF.

Discussion

Prevention of further new fracture is of paramount importance for
patients with existing VCF. Fragility VCF is one of the indications for the
initiation of anti-osteoporosis drug therapy. Several drug therapies have
proved to reduce the risk of future fracture risk [8,9,27]. Osteoporosis
pharmacotherapy should be strongly considered for patients with an
osteoporotic VCF of more recent, higher grade, or multiple fractures. The
early detection of a VCF can lead to further investigation and appropriate
therapy that decreases the risk of future fractures. Many patients with
VCF do not have BMD T-scores in the osteoporotic range and would not
be selected for pharmacological therapy based on BMD scores alone [2,
28,29]. This reflects alterations in the micro–macro architecture that are
not captured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) measurement.

Recent reports emphasize the importance of identifying osteoporotic
ECF [or ABQ fracture as defined by Jiang et al. [22]. In the MsOS (Hong
Kong) study, it was shown that, compared with vertebrae without Genant
SQ-VCD, ECF(�) mild and moderate VCDs did not have a higher
short-term (4 years) future risk for new incident VCD; however, these
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vertebrae with deformity had a higher risk of short-term future turning to
ECF(þ) [26]. Within the same mild/moderate VCD grades, compared
with the subjects without ECF, the subjects with ECF are associated with
a higher short-term future risk of VCD progression and new incident
VCD. Although mild VCDs may not have immediate fragility fracture
consequence, they may be a risk factor further developing ECF, thus
indicating that they are a biomarker of compromised bone quality [26]. It
is known that VCD/VCF does not necessarily have a height loss. Wang
[21] proposed that vertebrae can be radiographically classified into the
following: (1) grade 0: without VCD, without ECF; (2) mild VCD: quali-
tative VCD and VB height loss <20%, mild VCF: mild VCD together with
ECF; (3) moderate VCD: VCD with 20–34% VB height loss, moderate
VCF: moderate VCD together with ECF; (4) severe VCF: >34% vertebral
height loss, always with ECF. Thus, it is less than 1/5 VB height loss being
mild grade and more than 1/3 VB height loss being severe grade, and
those in-between being moderate grade [21]. In this study, we adopted a
compromise of Genant's SQ criteria, Jiang et al.'s ABQ criteria, and
Wang's mSQ criteria. ECF sign was checked, and VCD was classified into
four categories, thus that mSQ's mild VCD would be minimal VCD in this
study, the criteria for Genant SQ's mild, moderate, and severe grades'
height loss were kept unchanged, and those with ECF were recorded as
VCF while those without ECF were recorded as VCD. This approach
would potentially allow our results to be compared with historical results
used as Genant's SQ criteria. It has to be noted that, while SQ's mild grade
was initially described to require a 20–25% height loss, in real practice,
VCDs with less than 20% height loss were also commonly graded as
Genant SQ grade 1. These examples can be seen in both Genant's 1993
original paper (Fig. 2A of reference 19, mild VCD with less than 20%
height loss) and international osteoporosis foundation’s teaching mate-
rials (slide 14 at https://www.iofbonehealth.org/what-we-do/trainin

https://www.iofbonehealth.org/what-we-do/training-and-education/educational-slide-kits/vertebral-fracture-teaching-program
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g-and-education/educational-slide-kits/vertebral-fracture-teaching-pr
ogram, accessed on May 31, 2019). Therefore, some previously reported
SQ mild VCD would be actually minimal VCDs with the criteria in this
study. The Scientific Advisory Council of Osteoporosis Canada and the
Canadian Association of Radiologists suggested that it is to patients'
benefit that radiologists report all VCDs evident on radiograph, particu-
larly for VDs occurring at the typical location of VCF, such as at T11-L2
levels, and for females [30]. BMD testing should be considered if a
VCD/VCF is found without the diagnosis of osteoporosis having already
been confirmed. For acute patients with acute pain, it should be also
noted that VB with VCF may appear only as minimal deformity or to be
‘normal’ during initial X-ray [31]. In these cases, reporting minimal VCD
deformity may alert further investigations such as fat-suppressed
T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imaging [23,32]. If patients' re-
sults of other tests (e.g., BMD) do not warrant antiresorptive therapy, it
would be advisable to consider them to be at high risk of fracture and
further tests should be carried out again in 1–2 years.

With the data from a tertiary academic hospital in China, this study
shows the radiological report for back pain clinic patients for whom the
spine was the focus of interest, had a false negative rate of 10% for
minimal or mild VCF, 4.3% for ECF, and 10% for minimal VCD, which
compared favorably with other similar reports [10,33]. This also con-
trasts with previous publications that >40% of the moderate/severe
VCDs/VCF were missed in the report when the focus was not spine such
as the chest X-rays when indicated for pulmonary or heart pathologies
[11–17]. However, this study shows that several aspects should also be
improved with FA's reporting. In addition to the false negative reporting,
the first is that VCD/VCF severity was not provided for most cases.
Moreover, five moderate VCFs and even one severe VCF were wrongly
labelled as ‘mild’. Actually, when the grading was given in the reports, it
was always ‘mild’. The awareness of the existing grading schemes can be
improved for the reporting radiologists. It is known that the greater the
severity of prevalent VCFs, the greater the risk of future fractures [30,33,
34]. The precise reporting of the grading, particularly being moder-
ate/severe, is likely to capture the attention of referring physicians.

Of the 71 VCD/VCF positive cases, 56.7% [(17þ 23)/71] of the cases
had one or more VCFs missed in the report. This was more common when
multiple VCFs (n¼ 23) existed. It is known that the greater the number of
prevalent VCFs, the greater the risk of future fractures [26,33,34]. Pa-
tients with two or more previous fragility fractures should be considered
as affected by severe osteoporosis, regardless of BMD values, particularly
if the vertebral deformities are moderate or severe [2].

In most of the FA reports, the specific term of vertebral fracture was
not used. Instead, the vague terms of ‘vertebral wedging change’ or
‘vertebral compressive change’ were used. When the diagnose is clear,
the more firm term ‘vertebral fracture’ should be favored to alert the
referring physician [10]. Theoretically, ‘vertebral wedging’ can be
aging-related, degenerative, or osteoporotic VCD-related; whereas,
‘vertebral compressive changes’ are likely to be interpreted as
‘compressive deformity’ (i.e., VCD). It is possible that, for many cases, the
reporting radiologists might not feel conformable to using the term
‘fracture’ when what he/she saw a VCD. In these cases, to look for ECF
signs may help. A definite ECF sign can lead to the diagnosis of VCF. As
noted, no ECF was reported in this study series, and the reporting radi-
ologists might be relatively unfamiliar with the ECF concept. The
recently published educational materials may help in this aspect [23,24].
After excluding the known physiological congenital and congenital
changes, these VCD/VCFs are by far most likely to be caused by osteo-
porosis, and the radiologist may report ‘VCD/VCFs, suggestive of osteo-
porotic nature’. In the end, osteoporotic VCD/VCF should be a clinical
diagnosis after considering all contributing factors.

There are a few limitations to this study. We used the conventional
radiographic technique for obtaining spine X-ray, and in a number of
cases, the lower lumbar vertebrae were not included. X-ray cone beam
may cause geometric distortion of vertebrae located at extremities of the
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scans, and therefore the accuracy of the diagnosis of VCFs could be
reduced at the upper thoracic and lower lumbar levels. A complete
medical record review was not performed so that whether or not osteo-
porosis was diagnosed and treated by the referring clinicians remained
unclear. There was no golden standard for minimal and mild VCD, and
the reading results at FB were used as the reference. Standalone minimal
and mild VCD may, or may not be, clinically significant at an individual
patient's level [35,36]. Additional tests or X-ray follow-up may be
considered for these cases. These data were from elderly females. It is
known that VCDs/VCFs of elderly men and elderly women have
distinctly different features [37–39]. For example, mild VCD is more
likely to be associated with ECF in females than in males [37], and
minimal and mild VDs in males are of less clinical relevance [21,40,41].
How the results of this study can be applied in elderly males remains
unknown. Moreover, it should be noted that though the patients in this
study were referred for spine X-ray because of back/leg pain, the actual
cause of the back/leg pain would be difficult to ascertain [42]. In fact,
3/4 of the elderly females with osteoporotic VCF may not have back pain
[43].

In conclusion, 105 cases of spine X-rays acquired at the back pain
clinic patients of a tertiary Chinese hospital in China were reassessed at a
central reading facility. Among the patients with positive VCD/VCF
findings, the false negative cases included 10% for minimal or mild grade
VCFs, 4.3% for standalone ECFs, and 10% for minimal VCDs. One or
more VCFs were missed in 32.4% (23/71) of the FA-reported positive
cases with multiple VCFs. Of particular concern is that appropriate
grading was not reported for most cases. As the clinical management can
be facilitated by precise reporting as to the grade of VCD/VCF and the
segmental level or levels involved, radiologists should be trained and
sensitized in VCD/VCFs identification; thus, by precise VCD/VCF
reporting, radiologist can play an important role in the clinical care of
patients with osteoporosis [44, 45].
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